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(Antonello Tamburrino, Naveen Nair, Satish Udpa / Italy) 274

P8-2 Neural networks eddy current non destructive evaluation of a conductive plate
(Mohamed Bensetti, Yann Le Bihan, Claude Marchand, Denis Premel / France) 276
P8-3  Development and validation of a 3D model dedicated to eddy current non-destructive testing of tubes by encircling probes
(Christophe Reboud, Denis Premel, Gregoire Pichenot, Dominique Lesselier, Bernard Bisiaux / France)

P8-4  A Procedure for Compensation of Electromagnetic Properties in RFEC Inspection of Metallic Tubes
(Darko Vasic, Vedran Bilas / Croatia)

P8-5  Surface Magnetic Non-Destructive Testing Using the Magnetostrictive Delay Line Technique
(Evangelos Hristoforou, Kostas Kosmas / Greece)

P8-6  Fuzzy Computation for Classifying Defects in Metallic Plates
(Francesco Carlo Morabito, Michele Buonsanti, Salvatore Calcagno, Mario Versaci / Italy)

P8-7  Concrete rebars inspection by eddy current testing
(Guglielmo Rubinacci, Antonello Tamburrino, Salvatore Ventre / Italy)

P8-8  The relation between AC permeability and dislocation density and grain size in pure iron
(Hiroaki Kikuchi, Yuji Henmi, Tong Liu, Katsuyuki Ara, Yasuhiro Kamada, Satoru Kobayashi, Seiki Takahashi / Japan)

P8-9  Modelling of NDT in tubes of heat exchanger
(Jean-Claude Verité, Jean-Pierre Ducreux, Sebastien Lepaul / France)

P8-10 On the Calculation of ECT Signals due to Thin Cracks in a Plate Using a Global Approximation of the Dipole Density
(Jozsef Pavo / Hungary; Lea Maurice, Denis Premel, Dominique Lesselier / France)

P8-11 Use of Higher order Statistics for enhancing Magnetic Flux Leakage pipeline inspection data
(Lalita Udpa, Ameet Joshi, Satish Udpa / USA)

P8-12 Application of a Preisach-type hysteresis model to the magnetic evaluation of material degradation
(Lode Vandenbossche, Luc Dupre, Jan Melkebeek / Belgium)

P8-13 Non-destructive Evaluation of Plane Bending Fatigue Damage in SUS304 Using the Eddy Current Probe
(Mohachiro Oka, Terutoshi Yakushiji, Yuji Tsuchida, Masato Enokizono / Japan)

P8-14 3D Finite Element Analysis Simulating Sensor Movement in Eddy Current Non-destructive Testing using Interpolation Technique
(M'hemed Rachek, Mouloud Feliachi, Sourl Mohamed Mimoune / Algeria)
P8-15  Ultrasonic guided wave tomography for the detection of non-uniformities in storage tank floor  
( R. Kazys, L. Mazeika, R. Raiutis, A. Demcenko / Lithuania)  

P8-16  High Resolution Measurement of Cracks by Means of MFES  
( Shoichiro Nagata, Shinichi Sakamoto, Masato Enokizono, Tomasz Chady, Ryszard Sikora / Japan)  

P8-17  An Approach for Estimating Magnetic Radiation Sources from Measured RF Magnetic Fields  
( Tatsuya Doi / Japan)  

P8-18  High sensitivity differential eddy current transducer  
( T. Chady, P. Lopato, R. Sikora, Mieczyslaw, Komorowski / Poland)  

P8-19  Automatic Classification of MOI for Aircraft Rivet Inspection  
( Yiming Deng, Zhiwei Zeng, Antonello Tamburrinno, Lalita Udpa / USA)  

P8-20  Non-destructive Evaluation of Carbon Steel of Case Hardening using Frequency Sweeping Excitation and Spectrogram Method  
( Yuichiro KAI, Yuji Tsuchida, Masato Enokizono / Japan)  

Lecture Session 7: Advanced Sensors & Actuators  
Chairpersons: J.G.Zhu (Australia), E.Kaniusas (Austria)  
L7-1  Multilayer Magnetic Microwires for Sensor Applications*  
( M. Vázquez, K. Pirola, K. García, J. Torrejón, A. Torkunov, G. Badini / Spain, T. Meydan / UK , H. Pfützner, M. Rohn / Austria, C. Malvicino / Italy, B. Marquardt /Germany )  

L7-2  Low-Frequency Magnetic Field Detection for Metal Sensing  
( Toshihiko Kiwa, Tomoaki Kawata, Keiji Tsukada / Japan)  

L7-3  Mechanism of Shield Effect in High-Response Electromagnetic Sensor  
( Shinpei Fujino, Shouji Taniguchi, Shouji Satoh, Keisuke Fujisaki / Japan)  

L7-4  Ml magnetic sensor for biomedical applications  
( Dumitru-Daniel Herea, Horia Chiriac / Romania)  

L7-5  Advanced Sensoring of Different Human Physiological States using Heart Rate Variability  
( Giedrius Varoneckas / Lithuania)  

Lecture Session 8: Nonlinear Control & Systems  
Chairpersons: K.Ishibashi, Y.Okazaki (Japan)  
L8-1  Modeling and Control of an Electric Servo Drive with Strong Restrictions in the Control Variable  
( Andrea Lorenz, Martin Kozek, Philipp Kampas / Austria)
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Lecture Session 9: Biomechanical & Electromechanical Topics
Chairpersons: S. Sudo, Y. Wu (Japan)

L9-1 A Novel Magnetic Force Mechanical Conditioning Bioreactor for Tissue Engineering, Stem Cell Conditioning and Dynamic In vitro Screening*

L9-2 Effects of Mechanical Stimulation on Cultured Osteoblasts
(Mototoshi Kumaoka, Toshihiko Shiraisi, Shin Morishita / Japan)

L9-3 Design of Safe Surgical Forceps Using Superelastic SMAs
(Yun Luo, Masaru Higa / Japan)

Lecture Session 10: Optical Problems & Technologies
Chairpersons: N. Tsukada (Japan), E. Wintner (Austria)

L10-1 Lasers in Caries Diagnosis and Prevention*
(D. M. Zezell, P. A. da Ana, A. da Costa Ribeiro, L. Bachmann, A. Zanardi de Freitas, N. Dias Vieira / Brazil)

L10-2 Deflection of Atoms using Near-Field Light
(Kazuhiro Yamamoto, Kouki Totsuka, Haruhiko Ito / Japan)

L10-3 Microleakage of composite restorations after cavity treatments with scanned ultra-short laser pulses
(V. Wieger, Ernst Wintner / Austria)

Poster Session 9: Advanced Sensors & Actuators

P9-1 A Magnetic Seat Sensor for Monitoring Condition of A Car Driver
(Yuji Tsuchida, Hiroyasu Shimoji, Takashi Todaka, Masato Enokizono, Hideyuki Yamane, Yoshimi Enoki, Etsunori Fujita / Japan)

P9-2 Unconstrained Cardiorespiratory Monitor for Premature Infants
(Feng Wang, Yanhui Zou, Mami Tanaka, Tadashi Matsuda, Seiji Chonan / Japan)

P9-3 Measurement of Carotid Pulse and Ankle Pulse Signal with EMFi sensor
(Jarmo Alametsä / Finland)

P9-4 Tactile Sensor System for Distinction of Prostatic Cancer and Hypertrophy
(Mami Tanaka, Chihiro Shibata, Seiji Chonan, Yoshikatsu Tanahashi / Japan)
P9-5  Cepstral Analysis of the Signals obtained from Car Seat for the Prediction of Sleep in Sleep-Wake State  
(Masanori Akita, Yoichi Midorikawa / Japan) 348

P9-6  Measuring Pulse Transit Times with MXA2500U Acceleration Sensor and EMFi Sensor  
(Jarmo Alametsä / Finland) 350

P9-7  Remarks on the Optimal Design of Coils for Magnetic Stimulation  
(Cret Laura, Mihaela Plesa, Radu V. Ciupa, Das D. Micu / Romania) 352

P9-8  Contactless detection of bending sensitive magnetostrictive bilayers utilizing higher harmonics  
(Jürgen Kosel, Helmut Pfützner, Stefan Traxler, Eugenijus Kaniusas, Lars Mehnen / Austria; Turgut Meydan / UK, Manuel Vazquez / Spain, Michael Rohn / Austria, Alberto Maria Merlo / Italy, Bernd Marquardt / Germany) 354

P9-9  Functional Electro Stimulation monitoring by bending sensitive magnetostrictive bilayer Sensors  
(Lars Mehnen, Eugenijus Kaniusas, Jürgen Kosel, Helmut Pfützner / Austria, Turgut Meydan / UK, Manuel Vazquez / Spain, Michael Rohn / Austria, Alberto Maria Merlo / Italy, Bernd Marquardt / Germany, Stefan Sauermann / Austria) 356

P9-10  An energy framework for electrical machine modeling: Application to voice-coil type actuators  
(Dimitrios Ladas, Vincent Mazauric / France) 358

P9-11  Development and Optimization of A New Acceleration Sensor Using Ferrofluid  
(Dong-Ying JU, Pei Bian, Kazuaki Tabata / Japan) 360

P9-12  A transaction on relax-type fluxgate magnetometers  
(Dusan Praslicka, Ivan Mikita / Slovakia) 362

P9-13  Modeling the mechanical behavior of SMA Manipulator  
(Takeshi Okuyama, Kumiko Yakuwa, Yun Luo, Masaru Higa, Toshiyuki Takagi / Japan) 364

P9-14  Improvement of Magneto-Optical Properties for Pressure Sensor Application  
(Hojun Ryu, Dongwoo Suh, Muncheol Paek / Korea) 366

P9-15  Investigation on the Diameter of Sensing Element in Relation to Sensitivity in Orthogonal Fluxgate  
(J. Fan, X. P. Li, X.B. Qian / Singapore; Horia CHIRIAC / Romania) 368

P9-16  Fundamental Analysis of Suppression Effect of Elastic Vibrations with Magnetic Force of Permanent Magnets Applied Horizontally to the Edge of Magnetically Levitated Steel Plates  
(Shinya Hasegawa, Yasuo Oshinoya, Kazuhisa Ishibashi / Japan) 370
P9-17 Magnetic Property Evaluation Using Leakage Flux Spectrogram
(Shoichiro Nagata, Masato Enokizono, Tomasz Chady, Ryszard Sikora / Japan) 372

P9-18 Cylindrical Micropump Driven by External Magnetic Fields
(Takashi Honda, Aiko Yoshida, Jiro Yamasaki / Japan) 374

P9-19 B and H sensors for 3D magnetic property testing
(Zhi Wei Lin, Jian Guo Zhu, You Guang Guo, Jin Jiang Zhong, Hai Wei Lu / Australia) 376

Poster Session 10: Biomechanical & Electromechanical Topics

P10-1 Dislocation Fields in Piezoelectrics
(J. P. Nowacki / Poland) 378

P10-2 Analysis on the Magnetic Field Saturation Effect due to Ventilation Hole in the Core
(Ki-chan Kim, Ju Lee / Korea) 380

P10-3 Analysis of Axial Magnetic Force Distribution due to Axial Gap for Electrical Rotation Machine
(Ki-chan Kim, Ju Lee / Korea) 382

P10-4 Analysis on the Effect of Pole Arc and Salient Pole Ratio to Improve Torque Characteristics of IPMSM
(Kab-Jae Lee, Ki-Chan Kim, Ju Lee / Korea) 384

P10-5 Comparison of alternative generators for an experimental electric power plant from sea waves
(Nikolaos M. Kimoulakis, A.Kladas / Greece) 386

P10-6 Flow characteristics of ER fluid in the Model Damper
(Hiroshi Yamaguchi, Kunio Shimada, Xinrong Zhang, Daisuke Inoue / Japan) 388

P10-7 On-line cure monitoring of one component foams by dielectrometric viscosity measurements
(L. Vandenbossche, L. Dupre, J. Melkebeek / Belgium) 390

P10-8 Characterization of the passive mechanical properties of large intestine
(Masaru Higa, Yun Luo, Takeshi Okuyama, Toshiyuki Takagi / Japan) 392

P10-9 Biomimetic Study of Diving Beetle Robot Propelled by Alternating Magnetic Field
(Seiichi Sudo, Koji Tsuyuki, Tadashi Matsumoto, Masanori Yoshikawa, Masahiko Watanabe, Takashi Honda / Japan) 394

P10-10 Design of Magnetorheological Devices Based on Flow Modes
(Yosuke Sato, Toshihiko Shiraishi, Shin Morishita / Japan) 396
P10-11 Multiobjective Optimization Design of Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Motor
(Yon-Do Chun, Dae-Hyun Koo, Yun-Hyun Cho / Korea)

P10-12 Inducing a Machine Spindle to Ultrasonically Vibrate by Fluctuating Electromagnetic Force
(Yongbo Wu, Masanori Tamano, Masana Kato / Japan)
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Poster Session 11: Optical Problems & Technologies

P11-1 Large aperture optical rotator
(Yuri S. Didosyan, Hans Hauser, Drago Drvoderic / Austria)

P11-2 Optical Rotational Manipulation System of a Biological Object Using Plural Optical Fibers and Optical Switch
(Kozo Taguchi, Masahiro Ikeda / Japan)

P11-3 Field-Induced Assembly of Two-Dimensional Photonic Crystals
(Noriaki Tsukada, Koichiro Shintaku / Japan)

P11-4 Stress Tensor Field Reconstruction on the Basis of Imaging Polarimetry
(Rostyslav Vlokh, Myroslav Kostyrko, Oleh Krupych / Ukraine)

P11-5 Optical tissue absorption sensor on the thorax: possibilities and restrictions
(Eugenijus Kaniusas, Helmut Pfütznar, Lars Mehnen / Austria)

P11-6 Optical Manipulation of a Micro Biological Object Using Optical Fibers and Optical Switch
(Kozo Taguchi, Masahiro Ikeda / Japan)

Poster Session 12: Learning Systems

P12-1 Auditory Illusions in the Brain after Visual/Auditory Training
(Yuri Koh, Kwang-Ok An, Chany Lee, Hyun-Kyo Jung / Korea)

P12-2 Symbiotic Evolutionary Algorithm for the Preisach Hysteresis Model Identification
(F. Riganti Fulginei, Sarah Swee-Ling Chen, Alessandro Salvini / Italy)

P12-3 Evolutionary Learning Acquisition of Trajectory of a Rotary Crane Using Genetic Algorithm
(Hiroyuki Kojima, Takanori Amaki, Hideyuki Chigira / Japan)

P12-4 Optimal Design of Ultrasonic Motor Using Evolution Strategy and Finite Element Method
(Jong-Seok Rho, Hyun-Kyo Jung, Chang-Hwan Lee / Korea)
P12-5  Simulation of an Hybrid PSO Algorithm  
(Ping Luo, Peihong Ni, S.L. Ho, Lihai Yao, Guangzheng Ni, Haixia Xia / China)  

P12-6  An Improved Vector Genetic Algorithm for Multiobjective Designs of 
Electromagnetic Devices  
(Shiyou Yang, Man Nie, Guangzheng Ni, S.L. Ho / China)  

P12-7  Defects of the DNA microarrays hybridisation pictures - classification and 
methods of the elimination  
(Slawomir Tumanski, Filip Ilnicki / Poland)  

P12-8  Optimized NDT Database for Training Neural Networks  
(Szabolcs Gyimóthy, Jozsef Pavo / Hungary)  

P12-9  Adaptive Population Disappearance Genetic Algorithm Applied to the 
Optimum Design of Electromagnetic Relay  
(Tanggong Chen, Youhua Wang, Xueqin Shen, Weiili Yan / China)  

P12-10 Solving Boundary Value Problem for Static Electromagnetic Field by Support 
Vector Regression  
(Xueqin Shen, Weiili Yan, Kun Fu, Youhua Wang / China)  

Poster Session 13: Advanced Computing  

P13-1 Improvement of the Noisy Signal Pattern Recognition using Wavelet 
Transform and Weighting Coefficients for Each Subblock  
(Yoichi Midorikawa, Masanori Akita / Japan)  

(Ouahiba Boudib, Souri Mohamed Mimoune, Mouloud Feliachi / Algeria)  

P13-3 A modeling of non linear induction heating problems considering Curie 
transition  
(Yves Du Terrail Couvat, Annie Gagnoud, Thierry Breville / France)  

P13-4 Coupled Magnetic Equivalent Circuits and the Analytical Solution in the Air-
gap of Squirrel Cage Induction Machines  
(Hooshang Gholizad, Mojtaba Mirsalim, Mehran Mirzayee / Iran)  

P13-5 Equivalent constant electromagnetic load in determining of fatigue-life  
(Konrad Skowronek, Piotr Walczak / Poland)  

P13-6 Convergence of Geometric Multigrid Method for Electromagnetic Field 
Analysis  
(Kota Watanabe, Hajime Igarashi / Japan)  

P13-7 Magnetic Field Analysis for A Bar Antenna of Intelligent Key System 
Employing 3D-Finite Element Method  
(Masahito Yamana, Yoshio Mitsutake, Katsuhiro Hirata / Japan)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P13-8</td>
<td>Magnetodynamic Analysis of a Synchronous Generator</td>
<td>Mauricio Valencia Ferreira da Luz, Sebastiao Lauro Nau, Patrick Dular / Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-9</td>
<td>A Fast Global Optimal Method Based on Combinations of MLS and PSO Algorithm</td>
<td>Ping Luo, Shiyou Yang, Lihai Yao, Peihong Ni, S.L. Ho, Guangzheng Ni / China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-10</td>
<td>Stability of nonlinear diffusion problems with FDTD Yee formulation</td>
<td>Sári Zoltán, Amalia Ivanyi / Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-11</td>
<td>Eddy Current Field Analysis Using a Meshless Method based on Collocation with Radial Basis Functions and Wavelets</td>
<td>Shiyou Yang, S.L.Ho, Peihong Ni, Guangzheng Ni / China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-12</td>
<td>Magnetic Field Analysis of a Magnetron composed of Axisymmetric and Rectangular Structures</td>
<td>Tae Heoung Kim, Ju Lee, Seung-Kil Choi, Cheol-Jick Ree / Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-13</td>
<td>Cyclic Shift Genetic Algorithm and Its Application to the optimum Design of Neural Network</td>
<td>Tanggong Chen, Youhua Wang, Xueqin Shen, Weili Yan / China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-14</td>
<td>Numerical Computation of 3-D Current Field in Three-Phase Water Resistors By the Subarea Method</td>
<td>Weisi Gu / China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13-15</td>
<td>Optimal Design of Transverse Flux Inductor for continuously Moving Strip using improved Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>Weili Yan, Xiaoguang Yang, Youhua Wang, Qingxin Yang / China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-1</td>
<td>Multiobjective Evolutionary Design of Mold Temperature Control using DACE for Parameter Optimization</td>
<td>Jörn Mehnen, Thomas Michellitsch, Thomas Bartz- Beielstein / Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-2</td>
<td>Computer supported central nervous system stimulation</td>
<td>Frank Rattay / Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L12-1</td>
<td>An Improved Particle Swarm optimization Algorithm for Global Optimizations of Electromagnetic Devices</td>
<td>Shiyou Yang, Jianyang Dong, Gangzheng Ni / China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
L12-2  Dedicating Electromagnetic modeling to ultra-fast actuation
(Vincent Mazauric, Vincent Leconte, Olivier Chadebec, Philippe Wendling / France) 470

L12-3  Preisach modelling of ferroelectric behaviour
(Yves Bernard, Abdel Halim Maalej, Laurent Lebrun / France) 472

L12-4  Nonlinear Diffusion of Magnetic Fields in Conductive, Ferromagnetic Media
(Costin Ifrim / USA) 474